Abstract.In order to design a reasonable toll station fan in area, we regard the flow as an incompressible fluid approximately. Combine the relationship between vehicle density and velocity under the smallest safety distance with the above characteristics, we can obtain the parameter equation between the width and the length of the fan in area. The merging pattern has three modes. They are oppression lane changing, free lane changing and other car oppression lane changing. We mainly analyze the situation of oppression lane changing. We take the collision probability as a limitation factor to draw the shape of the fan in area. Combining with the driver's reaction time of automatic driving and manual driving and three kinds of tollbooths' service time, we can improve the width of the fan in area. According to the proportion of automatic vehicles, we can obtain the tollbooths' the best placement program.According to the toll station design specifications, we determine the design of the fan-in area is combined with a straight road and a trapezoidal platform. In order to analyze the safety performance of fan-in area, we have established a matrix about the desire and delimit the probability of the vehicle collides to description.
Introduction
Highway toll station will pass the two ways "ramp fees" and "barrier tolls" to charge the driver's high-speed fees. This charging method's window usually is more than article lane number. Therefore, when the vehicles drive out of toll station, they must "fan in" from the larger number of tollbooth egress lanes to the smaller number of regular travel lanes. Toll plaza is established for improving traffic congestion, including the fan-out area before the barrier toll, toll station itself and area of the fan in after toll station.
Modeling the Design of the Tollbooth

Figure1: The top view of a toll plaza.
The model is mainly established on the "Fan-in" area. Vehicles go through the tollbooth to the lane with a constant acceleration a. We regard the vehicle driving process in the Fan-in area as the incompressible fluid flow in the container. If the incompressible fluid's density change can be ignored in the process of flow, we call this flow as incompressible fluid. And in the process of driving, the vehicles' surface density can be regarded as a amount that can be controlled artificially. When the flow is constant, with the increase of the speed of the vehicle, the vehicle distance between each vehicle will increase and the vehicles' surface density will reduce. Where stand by traffic flow and is the vehicle's velocity. is the surface density of vehicles which means the number of vehicles in the unit length along the flow direction for every lanes, and is the width of the fan in the area.
Model Analyzing and Solving
According to equation,we can get
Using this equation, we can calculate the width of the fan in the area.
Assuming that in a crowded condition, there are n vehicles on some way. The vehicle i has a speed i v and its maximum acceleration is i a at a certain moment. The length of the vehicle is i y and the total length of the road is . The minimum distance between the vehicle i and vehiclei-1is When the number of toll stations does not change, if increase the number of lanes, the difference of numbers between the toll stations and the lanes decrease. We can see the comparison from the above image and data. When the number of lanes and toll stations are closing. Although the fan in area of the overshoot section is reduced, thecorner's traffic at the maximum corner is very non-smooth. The probability of traffic accidents is very high.
When the number of lanes does not change, if increase the number of toll stations, the difference of numbers between the toll stations and the lanes increase. When the number of lanes and toll stations are not closing. Although the fan in area of the overshoot section is increased, the corner's traffic at the maximum corner is very smooth. The probability of traffic accidents is lower.
Empirically, the fan in and fan out area are symmetrical to each other. So their surface areas are the same.
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Merging Pattern
The number of lanes decreases as the vehicle moving from the fan in area to the highway. If all vehicles go out of the tollbooths at the same time, some vehicles need to change lanes. There are three modes to change line. They are oppression lane changing, free lane changing and other car oppression lane changing.
Oppression lane change means restricting the number of lanes, the vehicle had to change, even though a lot of vehicles, or it will hit the "wall". Free lane change means the driver randomly changes lanes. Other car oppression lane change means by the impact of other vehicles changing lanes, the driver has to change lanes.
It's difficult for us to calculate the first two cases .Therefore, we only consider the pressure lane change situation. When the car changing the lanes, if the distance between the two vehicles is less than or equal to the length of the vehicle, the vehicles will collide. Let symbolize "A" denote the event of two cars collision and " i L " denote cars are on thei-thlane, thus, using total probability formula:
Where n denote the number of the lanes. ( ) i P L meansthe probability of the vehicle drive to the i L .
( | )
i P A L means probability of the accident happen while the vehicle changing the lane. By assumption that the changing point of one car uniformly distributed between, so, ( ) P A can be easily computed .In order to reduce the probability of traffic accidents, we control the probability of collision below 0.05. That means we have to control the distance between two vehicles. And then the density of traffic will be limited. Finally, the size range of the fan-in area can also be determined. In this way, our model will be more accurate. [3] ( )
Where "r" is the risk of cars collision. According to the formula ,it can limit the safe distance. It can narrow the original minimum safety distance of the vehicles. Take the three-lane and eight-tollbooth as an example. We get the graphics of the optimized fan-in areas.The probability of free lane change vehicle collision is equal to the probability in oppression lane change situation plus the probability in free lane change situation. And the same as other car oppression lane change.
Using the simulation software, according to the merger model we can obtain the vehicle driving condition diagram:
Figure2: Vehicle driving simulation diagram
Modeling the amount of different tollbooths
There are three types of tollbooths. And the driving mode is different.They are human-staffed tollbooths, automated tollbooths and electronic toll collection booths (ETC).
We assume that the proportion of automatic vehicles less than 50%. And automatic vehicles only drive into the ETC booths. Because the ETC booth's service time is very short, we placed them on the outside of the tollbooth. So that manual driving vehicles can save time to go through the toll station. In other words, the traffic congestion can be reduced.
Charge flow chart is as follows:
Figure3: flow diagram Here we use the principles of fluid mechanics and cellular automata calculation method to solve this problem. Because here we consider the situation with automatic vehicles, the speed of the vehicle will be affected by the driver's reaction time and the width of the fan-in area is affected by the service time.
The Solution of Model
We delimit the proportion of automatic vehicles asα .And the proportion of the vehicles pass through the automated tollbooth is β ,and human-staffed tollbooth is γ .According to the experience of the life, we assume driver's reaction time is 1.2s, and the automatic vehicle's reaction time is 0.75s. So, the average reaction time ra t :
The time vehicle through the human-staffed tollbooth is 10s, and automated tollbooth is 6s. The time vehicle through the electronic toll collection booths is 1s. So, the average service time sa t :
The velocity of the vehicles which pass through different kinds of tollbooths are different. means the proportion of the number among the human-staffed tollbooths, automated tollbooths and electronic toll collection booths.
The Improvement of Model
We call the curves which is on both sides of the fan in area transition curve. The angle between the start of the transition and the line perpendicular to the toll station is called corner and is recorded asθ .
According to the principles of tollbooth construction, the angle of the corner can't be too big. Otherwise the probability of the occurrence of traffic accidents will be great. However, considering the cost of construction, the length of the fan in area should be as small as possible. In order to save costs, we take the smallest length of the fan in area. In the case where the length of the fan-in area is at a minimum, we manually adjust the size of the corner. According to our count, the safe tangent of the corner is in the range of 1/7 to 1/3.
Complex Distributing Wave Mode
We define the tollbooth in i Z and there are totally b tollbooths. So,the serial numbers of tollbooths from left to right are 1 Z , 2 Z , b Z . We define the lane in j M and there are totally m lanes. So,the serial numbers of tollbooths from
The driver who is in the left-most lane has a desired number and we define this number as l . And the desire number of the driver want to go to the lanes which is just next to his lane is l-1. And so on. Here we specify that there are x tollbooths on the left of the tollbooth which is opposite to the drive's lane. And x is not less than l and not greater thanb.Thus, we can get a desire matrixW :
Two Vehicle Collision
In this problem, because more than two car collision probability is very small, here we only consider the probability of two cars crashed.
The collisionprobability of the vehicles drive from its own lane of the tollbooths to other tollbooths i Z is 
= ( )
Through the above formula, we can calculate the collision probability of two vehicle collision. We found that, in a way, the more lane and tollbooth, the higher collision probability of two vehicle collisions is. Because the road conditions will be more complexly. Therefore, in order to reduce the probability of collision, the number of tollbooths cannot be too much. In addition, the fan in and fan out areas should be as large as possible.
Conclusion
By developing the models, we get the optimal design of toll station. Firstly, we use the theory of fluid mechanics to obtain the relationship of the velocity and the density of vehicles. According to this, we can initially draw the shape of the fan-in area. Then, combining with the safety performance of the model, we manually adjust the model. Secondly, the merge mode of the vehicle is deduced. We mainly consider the pressure lane change situation, and obtain the collision probability of vehicles. Next, we use the principle of cellular automata and combine with the actual situation to get the best solution of how to place the different kind of tollbooths. We believe that the work we have presented here is a significant and successful attempt at solving this problem.
